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Abstract

The interaction between art and urban space has been historically useful to both phenomena.
However, the accelerated developments of the past century have led to formation of some
challenges in the interaction between art and urban space in Iran. So that the art used in cities has
an inspired and space-attached nature, rather than being popular, meaningful and consistent with
space features.
Regarding the qualitative development of urban spaces, there are two major attitudes towards the
art: ‘art as a means to beautify spaces’ and ‘art as a means to enhance the addressees’ mindset on
urban space.’ The second attitude emphasizes on improving the meaning of urban space through
art. The main concern of this research is that the interaction between art and urban space in deeper
subjective and semantic layers requires the discovery of the mechanism of addressee /actor
interaction with urban space and art.
This research seeks to provide a conceptual framework for explaining the optimal interaction
between art and space. Therefore, having examined the semantic aspect of urban space through
experts’ views and also having studied the mechanism of the transfer of meanings via art, a model
is proposed to explain how the involvement of art in formation, enhancement, and regeneration
of urban space meaning.
This research uses qualitative content analysis. In the first step, the initial research model is
presented through a comparative analysis of the mechanism of transfer in which the meanings are
transferred through art to the urban space.Interaction contents are obtained from the model in the
form of ‘artist and authorities/ body’, ‘collective addressee/ community’, ‘individual addressee/
person’. Thereafter, these contents are studied by analyzing the research conducted in the field,
and the main norms, and norms concerning urban space and art are deduced.
The main norms are crystalized in three main concepts, including: ‘cultural contextualism’,
‘democracy’ and ‘everyday experience’ that are derived from the norms concerning the use of
art in space as well as the adaption of space to art. Eventually, the effects of these norms on the
quality of urban space are mentioned by meaningfulness.
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Introduction and problem statement
The accelerated post-industrial revolution, and the
developments of urban communities have led to
transformation and disruption of old cities structures
on one hand, and changes in the role, position and
function of art in human culture on the other hand,
which ultimately broke down past beliefs about the
interaction between cities and urban art. This issue
has always been followed by challenges and pros and
cons, especially in countries like Iran that face this
type of changes.
Today, in Iranian cities, the isolation of traditional
and ritual art in the urban space is evident. Moreover,
new urban art is used in various forms such as
environmental advertisements, urban beautification,
murals, memorials, etc. on the walls, and in squares,
bridges, subways, and highways. The role of urban
management in providing citizens with beautiful
images, economic willing, and motives and even
environmental artistic taste can be clearly traced in
these products. In fact, the functional duality of art
messenger and its aesthetic aspect in cities is seen
in the form of urban beautification and inspired
economic and social messages; without the need to
link space and its actors with art. Art does not serve
urban space much (except for formal beauty), but it
is the urban space that serves art goals. As a result,
art takes an attached, inspired, and formalized form
in space, and deep and collaborative communication
with users of space is ignored.
Proper interaction and alignment of urban art with
space and its actors create a place for art, which, , plays
an active and influential role in lives of cities and their
inhabitants, on top of offering aesthetic effects. ‘One
aspect of the interaction between art and its context
and space is to state a certain issue and meaning
in relation to that space’ (Cyrus Sabri, 2012: 13).
Accordingly, the study of the interaction between
urban space and art in a deeper semantic layer can
help discovering the optimal interaction between
‘art, city and citizens’, improving the quality of
urban life, guiding the art used under the bridges and
underpasses, on billboards and in squares toward
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the heart of urban life and relating it with reality. In
this regard, the present research seeks to answer the
question: ‘How can urban art be effective in promoting
the meaning of urban space?’. For this purpose, first,
the opinions of experts, and the semantic dimension
of both phenomena and their effects on each other are
investigated and then, using an analytical approach,
a model is presented for analyzing the interaction
between the two phenomena.

Research methodology
The present study was carried out with a qualitative
approach using qualitative content analysis, and
a wide range of library resources and analysis of
scientific research data on its content. At the first
stage, the initial research model was obtained using
comparative analysis of the mechanism for transfer of
meanings of art and urban space. This model, which
contains main aspects of the semantic interaction of
art and urban space, was developed in the next stage.
The result deduced that the main and sub-norms
make communication between art and space through
the semantic aspect.

Research background
The history of studying urban art and various
approaches is not independent of the conceptual and
functional development of art in urban space. Among
limited pre-20th century literature on the use of art in
the urban space, the book ‘City Planning According
to Artistic Principles (1889)’ by Camillo Sitte was
published. The important point in this book is that
Sitte’s focus on the fact that cities are deprived of the
artistic principles is resulted from modern Urbanism,
and there is no place in its social communication-free
spaces for artistic principles (Sitte, 2006). In fact, the
advent of study and critique on urban art was in the
second half of the twentieth century (following the
declines domination of modernism). At this time, art
appeared more freely in public spaces more than ever,
due to artists’ attention to public and the review of
art showed space along with post-modernism urban
developments.
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Generally, in the studies of the last two decades of
urban art, human and his actions and thoughts are
more evident, and semantic and social aspects of
art are more considered. Schrank (2011) explores
the interactions between art and city in the book
‘Art and City, Civic Imagination and Cultural
Authority in Los Angeles’. She emphasized the role
of civic supporters, along with the tendencies of
the government in favor of a particular way of art
in the city, to change the urban identity and transfer
specific and predetermined messages in the city. In
his book ‘Art and The City’, Whybrow presents a
collection of articles on the impact of art on the use
and meaning of urban spaces.
It is worth noting that the research in recent decades
sought to bring theoretical approaches closer
to practical experiments, and both fields have
progressed for the evolution of one another: practical
experiments are trial and error for construction of
new theories, and research criticizes and theorizes
practice.
Finally, in urban art studies, one can clearly
understand the moves towards the views that
focus on the role of the audience, in particular,
the collective audience. Subjective connection
and meaningful role of art is emphasized in recent
researches and is considered by aesthetic and formal
approaches. However, the presentation of functional
principles and norms and accurate study of semantic
communication mechanisms of these two phenomena
are not considered comprehensively. This study aims
to address these issues.

Research literature
Urban art refers to works and artistic activities
in urban that attract the general addresses and
communicates with different aspects of space in
different levels and layers (physical, perceptual,
sensory, functional, etc.). The knowledge of this
communication from semantic terms is emphasized
in the present study. In the following, considering
the mechanism of the transfer of meanings in both
phenomena, the analytical context is provided.

...........................................................

This issue inspired researchers on the perception
of artwork, including the examination of social and
economic roles of art in the public domain (JanuchtaSzostak, 2010: 75). The book ‘Art in the City’ by
John Willet (1967) is one of the first books and a
milestone in the study of urban art at this period,
which, with a cultural view, addresses the urban art
and people’s perception, and provides instructions
on the development of urban art. This era was also
a period of reviewing the Urbanism principles and
the emergence of trends such as urban design, which
focused on the quality in urban space. The literature
of this period (1960s and 1970s) investigated the
necessity to revive the art in urban spaces, criticized
color, and decoration-free spaces, as well as the
avant-garde art, with a postmodernist approach, and
demanded the use of art in urban spaces. The literature,
along with financial support from institutions and
organizations, led to the involvement of art in urban
space in the 1960s and 1970s (Lacy, 1995: 21).
With the arrival of gigantic sculptures and abstract
context-independent art in urban spaces, the next
two decades can be considered as a period for
criticizing and theorizing the urban art. ‘Public Art’1
also emerged in this era. Among the new trends
was the need for collaboration between artists and
designers. In this regard, certain articles were written
in journals such as’ Art Journal’ about the need for
the collaboration of artists, environmental designers,
and architects (Marter, 1989).
Another issue was the lack of communication
between art and dimensions of urban space and
the addresse. This communication, called ‘sitespecific art’, was first introduced as functional and
physical, and in later stages, deep social and mental
communication (Kwon, 2002: 9).
Another important field of research and practice
during recent decades is the use of art in urban
development, especially in dilapidated fabrics.
Recent studies in this field focused more on the social
and participatory role of art in urban regeneration
process and view art as a means to attract citizens’
involvement (Hall & Robertson, 2001).

..............................................................................
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Urban Space Meaning
In the studies conducted on the meaning of space,
the roles of various factors are considered. Although
some studies emphasize on a particular factor, the
multi-dimensional meaning of the environment
is focused on most studies. Accordingly, in this
research, a hybrid model is derived that illustrates the
formation of the meaning of space as a set of factors
and indicators. According to this model (Fig. 1),
meaning is formed around three poles, including:
‘person’, ‘community’ and ‘body’ and is influenced
by other poles. On the other hand, the cultural and
social contexts of a community (beliefs, values, etc.)
are the basis for the formation of meanings and affect
the meanings made around all three poles. Time and
its related components (such as repetition, continuity,
etc.) affect the enhancement and richness of their
meanings; as they change the time, environment, and
human thinking. The components of this model are
as follows:

............................................................

Cultural and social contexts

Person
Meanings, even if they are social or physical,
ultimately pass through a person’s mind and the
person is responsible for their interpretation. An
important concept in the formation of meanings
around the person pole is ‘experience’. In Lalli’s
point of view, communication with the physical
environment is formed through real and even unreal
experiences (Lalli, 1992: 285). On the other hand,
the environment’s role in building people’s sense
of ‘self’ forms a radical meaning in individuals’
identity (Ibid: 119). In Manzo’s opinion, meaningful
environments reflect the evolving identity of people
(Manzo, 2005: 74). Accordingly, the environment
becomes meaningful for individuals from experience
and identity, and through the time, values a nd beliefs,
in different ways.

Culture is the core of the formation of environmental
meanings (Carr, Francis, Rivlin & Stone, 1992;
Rapoport, 1997 & 1990). Understanding the
meaning of an environment requires familiarization
with its cultural context (Rapoport, 2005: 126). For
Peter Hall, although human perception results from
a combination of sensory data, their modeling takes
place through culture (Coolen & Ozaki, 2005: 5).
Rapoport also believes that environmental allusions
are learned through ‘enculturation’ and then reminded
in environments in which people’s behavior is based
(Rapoport, 1990: 81).

Community

Time

Body

The meaning formed around any of the semantic
poles is conceptualized in a direct relation with
time condition (Kong & Yoeh, 1995: 3). In this
regard, continuity and change are identifiable as two
components. Time directs the meanings, creating
continuity in urban environments and people’s
lives (Gustafson, 2001: 13; Manzo, 2005: 25;

Researches show that people have accurate
perceptions of the physical appearance of the
surrounding environment. An apparent feature
provides possible allusions to non-visual features of
the environment (Nasar, Stamps & Hanyu, 2005: 159).
In this regard, the environment transfers the meanings
entailing symbols and allusions (Stedman, 2008: 75;

..............................................................................
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Lewicka, 2011: 222). Environmental changes
also underlie meanings (Gustafson, 2001: 14;
Manzo, 2005: 74).

The environment does not mean the same for all social
groups (Jabareen, 2009: 94). Values, goals, concepts,
experiences, and memories in communities are common
grounds that form meanings (Stedman, 2008: 62).
These meanings go beyond an individual’s
personality, linking them to a larger socio-political
reality (Manzo, 2005: 83). On the other hand, the
individual’s perception of social spaces impacts the
formation of meanings around a community, such as
ethnic and racial differences, and diversity in space
user groups (Peters & Haan, 2011: 64-174).
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determinative aspect is revealed for critics, while
the impacts of other aspects are not overlooked.
Emphasizing the necessity to hold a comprehensive
view on communication mechanism of art, using R.
Jacobson’s theory, Ahmadi proposes the transfer
of meanings through art (Ahmadi, 2017: 46-49), as
explained in Fig. 2.
Based on this model, which is the basis for further
analysis on the mechanism for the transfer of urban
art meanings, the meaning of art is first developed
by an artist and then received by the addressee in the
second phase. These meanings that may mismatch
each other, are also affected by historical and social
contexts (context), the semiotic cultural system
(code), and the medium for art transfer (audience)
(Ibid: 47).
Meanwhile, with the advent of art in general arenas
of cities, the attributes of the factors affecting the
meaning of art influenced by spatial conditions
are subject to change. The influence of political
powers and artistic institutions would infuse formal,
organizational and predetermined meanings of urban
art (Miles, 1997: 9). On the other hand, with the
generalized art, not only individuals, but also social
groups who use space are viewed as the addresses
(Kwon, 2002: 36). In addition, art is not independent
of social changes and cultural contexts and does not
change independently (Fig. 3).
Therefore, cultural and social contexts, individual
and collective addressess, authorities and artists
can be considered effective in the formation of the
meaning of urban art. The following figure shows
how different factors affect urban art (Fig. 4).

Fig.1. Poles forming urban space meaning. Source: authors.

Fig. 2. Transfer of meanings through art. Source: Ahmadi, 2017: 47.

...........................................................

Cochrane, 2006: 7). In addition to the allusion of
the environment, experiencing its unique features
may create special meanings (Gustafson, 2001:
10; Stedman, 2008: 75; Kudryavtsev, 2011: 237).
The physical environment is also important as
a communication basis for ‘action systems’ in
transferring the functional meanings (Steinitz, 2007:
246).
Therefore, environmental meanings are formed
over time, in culture and values of a society, and in
person, community, and body. The meanings may be
closer to one of the poles, but they cannot be formed
independent of the other poles in the environment.
The mechanism of the transfer of urban art meaning
Art exists as a communicative entity and is viewed,
heard and experienced by the addressee (Ramin rad,
2015: 10), and the transfer of meanings alongside
aesthetic goalsare always considered as its main
function (Gombrich, 2016). Different aesthetic and
philosophical views about different aspects address
the semantic function of art. While romantic view
points to the artist’s mind, the works of reception
aesthetic doctrine and phenomenology focus on
the addresse’s perception in receiving the meaning.
In terms of the diversity of these approaches,
Babak Ahmadi believes that a fundamental and

..............................................................................
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The interaction between art and space in the
formation of meanings
With the advent of art in urban spaces, the two
phenomena communicate. This communication
ranges from additions to the environment to
remaining as a part of it. However, it should be
noted that the function of artwork in the urban
space is definitely not alike an object on a wall,
but in meaning processes, it must interact with the
surrounding space (Cyrus Sabri, 2012: 23; quoted by
Jane Turner Encyclopedia).
This is not a one-way communication, but its
space and qualities also affect the perception of
art. Physical properties and qualities related to the
atmosphere of public space, its social function, and
hidden aspects of space are effective in understanding
the meaning of space-based artworks (Hall, 2007:
1387). Therefore, semantic communication between
these two phenomena is mutual, and one can use the
effects of art on the promotion of semantic aspects of
space (Fig. 5).
In order to provide a model for semantic interaction
between art and urban space, the collective and
converged correlation between their meaningformation factors, are used. The following diagram
illustrates how these factors impact the meaning
of artworks on meaning-formation poles of space.
Therefore, in terms of culture and society, given

the effect of time on the extent and intensity of
meanings, meaning-formation factors of artworks
affect meaning-formation poles of space and can also
affect the meaning of urban space (Fig. 6).
Based on the above model, three main subjects in
art-influenced meaning of space are obtained: artist
and authorities in interaction with the urban space
body, the individual addressee in interaction with
people, and a collective addresse in interaction with
the community in urban space.

Fig.3. Factors influencing the meaning of art in urban space.
Source: authors.

Fig.5. the semantic interaction between space and urban art. Source:
authors

..............................................................................
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Fig.4. Factors and contexts of urban art meaning. Source: authors.
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Fig. 6. The interaction between urban art aspects and space, meaningformation poles. Source: authors.

...........................................................

To discover the contents and norms which affect
semantic communication between the two phenomena,
related research and studies were collected, codified
and analyzed using content analysis, part of the
most important topic-based on which is provided in
the following. After codification, propositions were
abridged in norms. Three main norms, including
cultural contextualism, daily experience, and
democracy emerged the basis on early contents at the
very beginning of the analysis, which were effective
in clarifying a continued codification process and the
emergence of norms and subcategories.
Artist and authorities /physical aspect of space
(cultural contextualism):
Art has a representation layer that indicates the
objective aspect of a work of art, and if reflecting
reality; it contains social and natural meanings
(Mokhles, 2014: 28). This layer is controlled
relatively by the artist. The artist is also impressed
by authorities, and in terms of culture and society,
they reflect their specific meanings in this layer. In
the interaction with the meanings formed around
space body, this layer can enhance the pre-formed
meaning of space. The artist, institutions and
political and social powers play an important role
in the formation of meaning in art, using symbols,

cultural signs and memorials. The history of these
arts in the city is linked to the history of groups at
power. (Hall, 2007: 1378). This type of meaning, if
conveyed based on cultural contexts, provides urban
spaces with qualities such as historical continuity
and connects communities (Januchta-Szostak, 2010:
83). Most of the literature in this field deals with the
role of artwork production, its symbolic meaning and
its purposes (Hall, 2007: 1382).
Architectural elements and memorial sculptures
generally communicate with a shared cultural context
and are thus meaningful in the minds of individuals.
But the influence of the authorities in conveying
their own ideas sometimes results in contradictions
(Azemati, 2014: 93). Schrank (2011) shows in her
book that the selection of civic supporters, along
with support from government and institutions for
certain types of public art, lead to the transfer of
certain messages and images of the city, which are
not necessarily the same as the meanings in people’s
minds (Currid-Halkett, 2012: 241).
Therefore, in terms of urban art, the mismatch with
a shared cultural context of art and space can cause
divergence of meanings or improper perception
(Sharp, Pollock & Paddison., 2005: 1001). What
Lefebvre2 warns about is that the ability of monuments
to hide the will and autonomy of authorities under
some surfaces claim to express collective will and
thoughts (Sharp, Pollock & Paddison, 2005: 1002).
To citizens, this counter-reading may mean equality
or the right to interfere more or less in society (Sharp,
Pollock & Paddison, 2005: 1002).
Power-dependent actions in urban space are often
taken for political and economic purposes, and
therefore the will of the people is threatened. These
images are ideal, commodified, and extracted from
urban life, and although they sometimes contain
historical illusions or cultural expression, they rarely
allow people an active involvement.
Individual audience/ person (everyday experience):
New ideas focus more on the addresse’s influence
than cultural meanings (Hall, 2007: 1389). Art can be
effective in enhancing the person’s communication
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and forming their living experience in urban space,
engraving space-related meaning in the mind of
a person and strengthening the sense of ‘self’ in
people (Kwon, 2002: 38). As art is placed in urban
space, ‘perfect or small moments’ form in which the
meaning of ‘everyday’ evolves, and these perfect
moments can be experienced through immediacy,
not through narrative boundaries or personal debates
and opinions by artists (Hall, 2007: 1386).
The goals of art and symbolism producers cannot
show the result of urban art in the individuals’ daily
experiences (Ibid: 1382). The qualities associated
with the atmosphere of public space, its social
function, and unrevealed aspects of space such as
communication (subjective) influence the perception
of the meaning of artworks through personal
memories (Ibid: 2008).
Therefore, people should be involved with art in
connection with urban space. Involving with a
work of art means the addressees have no passive
role when facing it (Mozafarikhah & Kafshchian
Moghadam, 2012: 93).
Personalized syntaxes of urban fabric elements create
dependence on the environment (Miles, 1997, 9).
In this view, the urban work requires addresses’
involvement to be completed (semantic aspect), and
the greater the inevitability of art, the greater the
possibility of addressee involvement with art and
meaning formation. (Mozafarikhah & Kafshchian
Moghaddam, 2012: 93). Personal experiences of
art can be very effective in enhancing the meanings
formed around a person and increasing the sense of
affiliation to space in individuals (Hall, 2007: 2008).
Collective audience /community (democracy):
Urban art brings collective meanings through processes
and events such as festivals that generally reflect
shared social values (Hall & Robertson, 2001: 11).
Since the 1990s, the fact that the artist should stay
in communication and d i alogue was taken into
consideration. So that, the past was not shown as a
monument, but as part of a dialogue (Papastergiadis,
2010: 17).
One way to form meaning around the community

..............................................................................
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is to engage the addresses in the work of art
(Cyrus Sabri, 2012: 62). Community-based artists,
with the help of institutions and sponsors, can
create opportunities in which society spends time
and energy on collective projects. This type of
investment improves the sense of identity and
recognition in ‘artwork’ and ensures the sense of
ownership of the work. Therefore, the community
is reflected in the work of art (Kwon, 2002: 37).
In this way, the recurring experiences of public
spaces, change into veins for the transfer of positive
social meanings. (Amin, 2008).
Social involvement may mean a shared function,
shared feeling or general qualities of interest or
respect for all. Citizens can also determine art.
This applies to conceptual and dramatic arts, which
lack definite objective emergence, and in fact, art
should be the true expression of the people of a
community. If an artwork is considered a dialogue
and collaboration between artist and social groups, it
would represent an image of society (Kwon, 2002: 36).
Participatory processes play an important role in
creating ‘social inclusion’ and promoting the sense
of ownership of the artistic work (Sharp, Pollock &
Paddison, 2005: 1003).
Democratic processes are also important in the
formation of the social meaning of art in relation
to urban space (Sharp, Pollock & Paddison, 2005:
1006). Urban space can provide individuals with
the potential to form meaning for art through social
and spatial processes and actions (Hall, 2007: 1377).
Hall believes that the privatization of urban spaces
during recent decades, the domination of propaganda
and the capitalist system, non-democratic and overcontrolled space have affected general space concept
and public art (Hall, 2007: 1376).
Art can also help these processes. To Deutsche, the
establishment of democracy through urban art means
the stabilization of disputes (Deutsche, 1996: 27).
Hall and Robertson also argue that public art must
meet the opposing demands of society (Hall and
Robertson, 2001).
The interaction between urban space and art through
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confirmation of the history and identity of a minority
and excluded groups is very important. For this, they
should be supported to set their demands, confirm
their tradition, and find their experiences and desires
(Sharp, Pollock & Paddison, 2005: 1007).
Emphasizing the process and not the product, artist’s
change from a creative genius to an innovative
facilitator and a thoughtful producer can be effective
in increasing public involvement (Ibid: 1014).
Therefore, the importance of the processes through
which art is produced and implemented is proved
(Ibid: 1016).

Research findings
The content analysis of study literature in connection
with the semantic interaction between art and urban
space led to the emergence of three main norms i.e.
‘contextualism’, ‘daily experience’ and ‘democracy.’
These norms, which correspond to contents,
concluded from the semantic communication model
of art and space (Fig. 7), confirm the model and
contain a functional aspect. Then, under the three
main norms, sub-norms are derived.
- Contents or sub-norms associated with main
norms of cultural contextualism that create cultural
meanings include the use of symbols, memorial
elements and readable signs for people.
- In connection with democracy, implementation
of collective artistic events, social inclusion of all
classes and groups in urban art, shared emotions and
functionality and active or inactive involvement of
people in urban art were deduced as sub-norms.
- Individual’s involvement in urban art, the

Discussion
The present research began with the question how
the urban art affects the promoting of the urban space
meaning. The answer to this question the studies were
conducted in two steps: the mechanism of semantic
communication between the two phenomena and
the indicators or norms for the use of urban art in
promoting the urban space meaning.
As mentioned in the research background, the
importance of art in building meaning for urban
space has been considered in previous studies in
various aspects. However, the mechanism and
the nature of the interaction have not been studied
comprehensively and applicably.
In this study, considering meaning-formation factors
in urban art and comparing them with meaningformation poles in urban space, it was concluded that,
in terms of culture and society and considering the
influence of time on the meaning, urban art affects
urban space meaning. The conclusion is presented as
a model that shows that the convergence of meanings
occurs through the associated aspects and indicators
of the two phenomena. The main aspects of forming
a meaning of urban art include the artist, institutions,
and authorities which form meanings around space
body.
On the other hand, the interpretation and experience
of art by addressee converge individuals’ daily
experiences of urban spaces and develops meanings

...........................................................

Fig.7. Main and sub-categories of semantic interaction between art and
urban space. Source: authors.

possibility to personalize art, creating opportunities
for mental and physical involvement of the audience
and repetitive experiences are the norms that appear
in connection with everyday experience.
On the other hand, it is concluded that since the
interaction between art and urban space is mutual, the
proposed norms should be presented in connection
with urban art and its implementation as well as an
urban space. Table 1 presents the norms of art and
urban space separately. Also, the type and semantic
effect of each category of norms on the meaning of
urban space is classified into cultural, participatory,
and personal meanings.

..............................................................................
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Table 1. contents, main norms, and norms of arts and space, in connection with creating environmental meanings through the interaction between art
and space. Source: authors

Type of
meaning

Cultural
meanings

Participatory
meaning

............................................................

Personal
meanings

Main topics of
interaction between
art and space

Main
norms

Artist and authorities
/body

Collective audience /
community

Individual
audience/person

Cultural
context

Democracy

Everyday
experience

52

Semantic effects

Symbolization in
space

The strengthened identity
of places, historical
continuity, social bond, a
sense of collective
identity, social equality,
the right to interfere with
the environment
/conveying particular
concepts by authorities, a
contradiction in meaning,
exclude decision making

Space flexibility
(appropriate for
art), socialability,
eventfulness

A strengthened sense of
collective identity,
collective attachment,
social inclusion, reduced
class differences

Creating physical
access (physical
and human
movement scale),
presence, everyday
environment

A strengthened sense of
self, personal identity,
attachment

Symbolic elements,
memorials, cultural
signs,

Participatory processes
(festivals, events, etc.),
Engagement of
different audience
groups, dialogue
between artist and
audience, emotional
and functional
common grounds
Audience's
involvement, the
inclusion of artwork
(moving around it),
minimalism (ability to
attribute different
meanings by the
audience), immediacy,
inevitability,
personalization,
recurrence (temporary
art)

around person. Also, some arts are effective
in forming a shared sense of space through the
involvement of the social audience, these arts, mostly
affect the meanings around the community through
collaborative processes. An examination of this
mechanism shows, in contrary to previous studies
and experiences which emphasized a particular
aspect of the communication between art and urban
space, urban art can be effective in enriching the
environment meaning through various personal
perceptions and physical and social aspects.
After the mechanism of semantic interaction
between the two phenomena was presented, a set
of norms were provided using a more functional
view in response to the main research question

..............................................................................

Norms of urban
space

Norms of urban art

with an analytical approach. Three main norms,
i.e. democracy, everyday experience and cultural
contextualism were raised in connection with the
interaction between the two phenomena. The point
emphasized in this section was the interactive
communication between art and urban space in the
form of meanings. In other words, in order to realize
the goal of urban art in connection to the promotion
of environmental meanings, both phenomena should
accompany and assist.

Conclusion
Urban art is the product of the link between urban
space and art in the public domain when facing the
public audience. Art is connected with its space with
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important results of which include enhanced senses of
self and attachment to urban space. Eventually, urban
space and democratic art, providing opportunities
for intervention and social involvement by groups
in urban space, have a great effect on the formation
of participatory and social meanings. Participation
in artistic events, the involvement of the groups of
addressees, and creation of shared functional and
emotional bases can have deep semantic effects on
the social aspect of urban space, which strengthens
identity and collective attachment to space and
increases social inclusion.

Endnote

1. The term ‘Public Art’, is used a lot in this field, is, in fact, a more general
concept, expressing any kind of art that has the general addressees and is
displayed through public spaces and media.
2. Henri Lefebvre: French philosopher.
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